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Philip Jackey

Remembrance
 
I try my best but I just can’t remember
the last time I felt lucky to be an adult.  
 
I remember age 9 and my winning free throw, 
how the popcorn was used for confetti, 
how the guys invited me for pizza but I was too shy to go 
so mom treated me to McDonald’s and for the rest of the night  
I took pride in pretending that I was Michael Jordan  
doing a Big Mac commercial.  
 
These days I’m lucky if I make it through the week. 
Tomorrow is Friday but I’m terrible at optimism.
I’d give it all for a one-track-mind: a Pink Floyd song on repeat.
But sadly I dwell on anything subliminal,
and I’ll believe anything I’m told. 

And I remember age 9, carefully watching my father
who’s lost it all to the power of intolerance. 
I’d ask myself: how can he be mad 
in a world where a summer night 
can loosen the knots in your belly?
I bet he’s never listened to the crickets chirp
below the glow of countless stars.
Or let the green grass slide between his fingers
so the moisture could soften his calloused heart,

far unlike my heart: weak & naive but 
only when it mattered,
weak when I was scared to look at Playboy
and naive when I was scared not to.
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Codependent

I cried again today, 
kinda like a 6-year-old might cry:
palms coated with tears & snot.
It’s the third time this week and
tomorrow is only Wednesday.
Not to mention I’m a 29-year-old man
with a wife but no clue how to love.
Rather I’ve learned to belittle,
utilizing the fewest words with
the harshest intent. A slut-cunt-bitch.
Slut and cunt describes the bitch.
The bitch describes my wife.

Our photos are only mimics, 
just wall décor to humor the neighbors;
squares & rectangles suspended above more 
squares & rectangles resting on 
these ridiculous doilies that are almost 
always synonymous with dust.

But without my wife,
there’s not much I can handle.
Just a bird caught in a room 
with a bleeding wing. 
And I am way too hysterical 
to tell you where it hurts.


